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Mechanistic analyses have been performed for various potential transients and
accident initiators in subcritical accelerator driven systems (ADS) using the reactor
safety analysis code SIMMER-III extended to describe ADS specifics. The current
analyses aim at a deeper understanding of the severe accident behavior of an ADS
dedicated to incinerate nuclear waste. The dedicated ADS with pure plutonium and
minor actinide fuel without fertile is compared to an ADS of the energy amplifier type
with thorium fuel. Results of the present analyses demonstrate that for such a
dedicated ADS safety problems might exist. They are related to the inherent
reactivity potentials and deteriorated safety parameters in such cores.

Introduction

The interest in developing accelerator driven systems (ADS) is related to their
potential for incinerating/transmuting plutonium (Pu), minor actinides (MAs) and long
lived fission products. Besides ADS inherently offers a larger flexibility in design and
coping with safety problems. To achieve the highest incineration/transmutation rates
the fuel in these burner/transmuter reactors should ideally consist of pure MAs with
varying amounts of Pu, but without the fertile materials uranium (U) 238 or thorium
(Th) 232. The utilization of these so-called 'dedicated1 fuels in a reactor core might
lead to a strong deterioration of its safety relevant parameters such as the coolant
density/void effect and the Doppler feedback, and to a significant reduction of the
kinetics quantities such as the prompt neutron lifetime and the effective delayed
neutron fraction [1]. In addition these fuels might possess high reactivity potentials
resulting in an increased recriticality risk already under local core melt conditions.
Besides the neutronics aspects these fertile free fuels may also suffer from
deteriorated thermal or thermo-mechanical properties such as a lowered melting
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point, reduced thermal conductivity or even thermal instabilities [2]. Critical cores
with such fuels may not be realizable because of safety reasons. However, for an
ADS there is the salient hope that we could cope with the poor safety features.
Since the composition of fuel (Pu and MA vector) depends on the fuel cycle before
feeding it into an ADS, there does not exist a single dedicated fuel. For the following
analyses 'dedicated core' stands for a core with high reactivity potentials and
deteriorated safety parameters.

In recent years a number of preliminary ADS safety analyses for severe transients
have been performed [3, 4, 5, 6], which give some insight into the system behavior of
an ADS and generally show its promising safety features. In these studies, however,
the ADS has been identified with a U233/Th232 system (energy amplifier), still
having fertile material in the core and consequently with overall good safety
parameters. A 'critical' core could be well realized with this thorium fuel. In the
following investigations, mechanistic analyses are presented for various potential
transients and accident initiators of an ADS with dedicated fuel in comparison to a
thorium ADS. In an ADS, transients could be triggered e.g. via the external neutron
source or via the core as the 'classical' initiators, such as the loss of flow and the loss
of heat sink. While coolant boiling could be excluded with lead coolant, reactivity
changes/additions could be caused by gas blowdown processes from fission gas
plenums, melting of clad and local disruption of fuel. In the present study, the
behavior of unprotected (beam-on) loss of flow (ULOF) accidents is analyzed as a
severe accident initiator. Such accidents might be initiated e.g. if after a beam trip
and a pump coast down for thermal shock prevention the beam is restored [7]. The
main purpose of these investigations is to better understand the core behavior and
response of a subcritical dedicated system in case of a severe accident scenario.

Many design features of an ADS with solid fuel, a fast neutron spectrum and liquid
metal cooling are similar to those of a critical fast reactor. To perform the safety
assessment for an ADS, a fast reactor safety analysis code SIMMER-MI has been
extended to describe the ADS specifics [8]. The neutronics part of the code was
improved to describe the external neutron source. Additionally, the cross-section
files were extended to the high energy region. The fluid-dynamics part was improved
to treat heavy coolant flow with lead or lead/bismuth. These new code features and
their qualification are also summarized below. The code has been already applied to
safety analyses of critical waste burner reactors (CAPRA/CADRA type) [9]. This
allows a comparative assessment of critical versus subcritical waste burner systems.

SIMMER-MI Code for ADS analyses

SIMMER-MI is a two-dimensional, three-velocity-field, multi-phase, multi-component,
Eulerian, fluid-dynamics code coupled with a fuel pin model and a space- and
energy-dependent neutron dynamics model. The development of SIMMER-MI has
been conducted at the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) [10, 11, 12]
in collaboration with Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), Germany, and
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA), France. The application of the SIMMER
code to ADS is of special interest for the European partners in this cooperation. So
far, several model developments and assessments have been performed concerning
with the code application to ADS.

In SIMMER-IN, equation-of-states (EOSs) of the basic reactor-core materials such as
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fuel, steel, and coolant are calculated by an analytic EOS model using flexible
thermodynamic functions [13, 14]. This EOS model assumes immiscibility of
materials such that a unique EOS for each material can be defined. Although the
model is tailored to materials of liquid-metal cooled fast reactor (LMFR), the function
forms are designed sufficiently flexible for non-LMFR materials to be modeled as well.
For ADS application, EOS data of lead have been evaluated over the wide
temperature range from the liquid to supercritical state [8]. The data base on lead is
rather scarce and EOS have to be based on available experimental data and
thermodynamic theory. To obtain a physically consistent EOS at high temperature
and high pressure, critical point data are of special importance. The evaluation was
mainly based on experimental data obtained by exploding wire technique [15] that
provides information about the critical temperature, pressure, and density. The EOS
data for the lead/bismuth system are currently extended into the high temperature
domain.

SIMMER-MI contains the momentum exchange model based on conventional
correlations for ordinary gas-liquid flows, such as an air-water system. For the
application of the code to transient accidents of an ADS with heavy liquid metal
coolant such as lead or lead/bismuth, it should be confirmed that the code can
represent gas-liquid flows with large liquid density. The code has been assessed
using experimental results of two-phase flows containing the molten metal, in which
fundamental data and information on bubble shapes are lacking [16]. In this
assessment, it was found that the original SIMMER-III model based on the Ishii and
Chawla's proposal [17] is appropriate for ellipsoidal bubbly flows with lower void
fractions. The accuracy for cap bubbly flows with higher void fraction was bettered
with Kataoka-lshii's correlation [18]. The model has been improved to represent two-
phase flows with large liquid density as well in a wide range of void fraction for the
bubbly flow regime.

The space-dependent neutron kinetics model in SIMMER-III is based on an
improved quasi-static method, where the flux shape is calculated by a standard Sn
neutron transport theory [19]. Recent improvement includes the introduction of an
advanced flux-shape model using a diffusion-synthetic acceleration technique based
on the TWODANT code [20], which is numerically more efficient and stable
especially for disrupted core configurations. For ADS application, an external time-
dependent neutron source has been implemented in the kinetics equations [21, 22].
For the calculation of the different kinetics quantities different weighting functions can
be chosen. The source effectiveness, indicating e.g. the position of the source
relative to the bulk of fuel is transiently determined. Besides SIMMER-III, the three-
dimensional SIMMER-IV code is under development. One reason to develop this
code is for analyses of ADS with three beams, of which design is proposed by FZK
to achieve better power form factors. The fluid-dynamics part of SIMMER-IV has
already been prepared by JNC, and the neutronics part based on THREEDANT [23]
is currently integrated by FZK.

Although the original objective of SIMMER-III/IV is primarily to resolve some of the
key issues of core disruptive accident in LMFR, its flexible framework enable us to
apply the code to various areas of interest, which are consistent with the modeling
framework. In particular a generalized modeling of heat- and mass-transfer
phenomena in a multi-component system is a unique and salient feature of
SIMMER-III [24]. To demonstrate the code robustness and reliability to various
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reactor safety analyses, the code has been tested and validated extensively. So far
integral code assessment of key physical phenomena relevant to the accident
analysis has been completed successfully [25]. Furthermore, some integral code
applications to LMFR and advanced plutonium burner cores have been performed [9,
26, 27].

Safety analyses of ADS with SIMMER-IN

The major objective of the current safety analyses of ADS is to evaluate the generic
behavior of an ADS waste burner in transient and accident situations using a
mechanistic code like SIMMER-MI. Some comparative analyses for an ADS core
with dedicated fuel and for a U233/Th232 fueled core were performed. The
characteristic of hydrodynamic behavior of the core varies with accident progression,
namely core disassembly. The event progression would be dominated by the
increased mobility of fuel and steel resulting from the core disassembly, which could
drive the insertion and reduction of reactivity through the material motion in the core.
Another important phenomenon would be the gas blowdown form gas plenums,
which causes the reactivity change depending on an inherent void worth. For
detailed analyses of dedicated cores, many relevant data are still missing, especially
about fuel behavior under transient conditions. In the current comparison, therefore,
a mixed oxide fuel behavior has been modeled for both types of cores. The
difference between the reduced fission gas release in thorium fuel and the increased
release of helium (He) in dedicated fuel is taken into account. The lack of
experimental data and knowledge in describing and modeling these innovative MA
fuels will be a problem for still some time. Extensive experimental programs have to
be foreseen in the future to investigate both the steady state and transient fuel
behavior. The current investigation, however, should help to clarify the
characteristics of the dedicated cores with a high reactivity potential and very poor
safety coefficients.

Main specifics of analyzed ADS
An ADS with 1,200 MWth with lead coolant
was chosen for the present analyses. The
behavior of a core with dedicated oxide fuel
(MAs+Pu) was compared with a U233/Th232
oxide core of the same power level. The
core height is 120 cm with 84 subassemblies,
each with 397 pins, as shown in Fig. 1. The
volume ratio of fuel, steel, and coolant in the
core is 0.34, 0.19, and 0.47, respectively.
For the dedicated core a TRU fuel with 25%
Pu (CAPRA type Pu vector:
5.6/39.1/26.7/13.0/14.3) and 75% MAs was
chosen. The thorium core has an
enrichment of about 12%. Both cores have
a subcriticality level of keff = 0.98. In the
dedicated core chosen, the void worth (see
below) is significantly higher than the
subcriticality margin. Note that the fuel worth
potential will anyhow be much higher than
any reasonable subcriticality level.

external source

buffer

(D
reflector

Figure 1. Core layout in axial mid-plane.
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The recriticality potential of the dedicated core expressed by the number of critical
masses is about 60 in the case of fuel cylinders with H/D = 1 surrounded by lead and
steel [8]. On the other hand, the number of critical masses is only two in the thorium
core [6]. This means in the dedicated core with such a high number of critical
masses any melting or fuel disruption process with subsequent compaction could
have the potential to overcome the in-built subcriticality of the ADS, driving the
reactor in a critical state. Moreover, an important characteristic of a dedicated fuel
reactor is a small Doppler feedback, small effective delayed neutron fraction fW, and
short prompt neutron lifetime A. In the dedicated core peff is -150 pcm and A is ~
2.0x10"7 s. In the thorium core, both values are higher by a factor of about 2 and 3,
respectively.
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In an ADS an essential inherent safety
feature is the subcriticality level of the core.
The subcriticality level is defined by normal
operation requirements (e.g. accelerator
conditions, burn-up behavior, and structure
effects), but also from safety requirements.
During normal operation, the influence of the
deteriorated safety parameters, as is
mentioned above, is masked by the source
dynamics [8]. In the case of a severe
accident leading to core disruption, however,
material rearrangements could eliminate the
subcriticality level and enhance the damage
potential. Transient dimensional changes
from heating up of structures would insert
reactivity by a selective removal of coolant
and clad, which could take place before fuel
involvement, or a coolant voiding due to the
gas blowdown.

Upper inner
structure

to hot leg

The clad worth of the dedicated core is 2,000 pcm [8]. Thus, overheating transients
with clad melting and relocation could lead to the reactivity insertion before the
coolant boiling if the molten clad, which has a density ratio of ~ 0.7 to lead, is swept
upward. The coolant-voiding problem is much relieved by the high boiling point of
lead. However, voiding due to a gas
blowdown from the fission gas plenum could
introduce void into the core. In a dedicated
core, the production of He by the americium
and curium decay could be a major source
for rather high pressurization in plenums.
The gas blowdown could happen around the
core mid-plane at the maximum positive void
worth location. The total void worth for the
dedicated core was evaluated to be about
5,000 pcm. In contrast to this strongly
positive worth, the void worth is negative in
the case of thorium core.
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Figure 2. Analytical geometry for ADS.



Analytical model of ADS
The main geometry of the analyzed
ADS is indicated in Fig. 2, involving
the regions of a core, axial and
radial reflectors, and gas plenums.
A target system structure of 0.6 m
diameter with a vacuumed beam
pipe penetrating from the top of its
center is located in the central
opening of the subcritical core.
The external neutron source exists
at the target position just below the
beam pipe. The gas blowdown
process was simulated by a special
model, PIPFLO, originally
developed for the SAS4A code [28].
This model can treat the gas
blowdown behavior as choked and
unchoked flow.

Analysis of gas blowdown
behavior
SIMMER-III calculations were
performed to investigate the
voiding behavior by the plenum gas
release. In the calculations, it was
assumed that plenum gas with
rather high pressure of 100 bar is
released at the mid-plane of an
inner ring subassembly. The
coolant inertia in the system was
taken into account using the
analytical geometry as above.
Figure 3 shows the void front in the
subassembly from a breach at core
mid-plane after a gas blowdown
from the upper plenum. This
phenomenon was compared
between coolants of lead and
sodium, and plenum gases of
xenon (Xe) and lighter He. As one
would expect, the axial void region
for lead coolant is smaller than for
sodium due to larger inertia of the
heavy coolant in the system.
Additionally, in the case of Xe-gas
release the upward channel is
occupied by the blowdown gas with
a higher void fraction at 3.0 s in
comparison with He gas. This is
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because the duration of the blowdown is longer in the case of Xe due to the smaller
discharge velocity under the choked-flow condition. The present results suggest that
in an ADS with dedicated fuel the He gas blowdown results in shorter and smaller
coolant voiding, compared with sodium coolant or Xe-gas release. However, in any
case the coolant voiding due to the gas blowdown would continue for several
seconds with some void extension, leading to a large reactivity change.

Analysis of transient accident
The sequences of an transient accident in ADS were calculated using SIMMER-III.
Here, a ULOF accident was selected as a typical accident initiator. The flow halving
time was assumed to be about 10 s. The transient core behavior with gas blowdown
under the pin failure condition was compared with the case that gas blowdown is
restricted. In the case of the dedicated core, high He-gas pressure of 100 bar was
assumed for the gas plenum, while the fission gas of Xe with 50 bar was used in the
thorium core.
released into a liquid field,
molten/particulate steel against
other heavier fluids, a unique
velocity field was assigned to
the steel components in the
liquid field. The fuel
components such as disrupted
pin fuel and molten fuel were
assumed to be in a same
velocity field as the lead
coolant. The transient
calculations were initiated by
imposing the ULOF condition
following the steady-state
calculation. To remove the
steady-state thermal power
from the core, the inlet coolant
temperature was set to 673 K
with the flow velocity of about
3.5 m/s in the core region.

Figure 4 (a) shows the history
of the calculated power and
reactivity after the initiation of a
ULOF event in the case of
dedicated core with gas
blowdown. In the early stage
of the ULOF, the reactivity
increases gradually due to the
coolant-density effect on
reactivity until the pin failure is
initiated by the clad melting at
17.0 s near the top of the inner
active core. The initial clad
melting occurs before the

In the transient calculations, disrupted fuel or clad steel will be
To simulate the relative motion of mobile
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coolant boiling, and hence the disrupted pin is released into the single-phase coolant
channel. The resulting gas blowdown from the upper plenum causes the coolant
voiding, and this leads to a rapid reactivity increase. Figure 5 depicts the distribution
of volume fractions of liquid components including the disrupted structures with the
liquid-velocity vector for fuel and coolant in the core, and axial reflector regions.
Successive pin failures and gas release into the channel result in the void extension
in the core, as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Finally, this leads to a recriticality with power burst
at 17.2 s.
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The history of the calculated power and reactivity in the case of no gas blowdown is
indicated in Fig. 4 (b). After the initial pin failure at 17.0 s, the reactivity decreases
once due to the dispersion of disrupted pin fuel out of the core region. However, the
amount of dispersed fuel is not sufficient to terminate the accident progression. After
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that, the decrease in reactivity ceases because the coolant density decreases due to
the heating up by the disrupted hot pin fuel. At about 19 s the coolant starts boiling
near the mid-plane of the inner core. With the inception of coolant boiling the
reactivity insertion is accelerated beyond a critical state, and a power excursion
occurs at 20.7 s. In this case, the disrupted region of the core extends further than
the case with gas blowdown up to the power burst, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). This is
because the recriticality event is triggered later by the coolant boiling resulting from
the heat transfer from the disrupted fuel.

Figure 6 (a) shows the history of the calculated power and reactivity after the
initiation of a ULOF event in the case of thorium core with gas blowdown. In the
early stage of the ULOF, in contrast to the dedicated core, the reactivity decreases
gradually due to the 'negative' coolant-density effect until the pin failure at 17.5 s.
The void extension due to the successive pin failures and the resultant fuel
dispersion decrease the reactivity continuously after the initiation of the gas
blowdown. After about 20 s the reactivity starts increasing because of the void
compaction and the reentry of
the dispersed fuel into the core
region. However, the reactivity
decreases again due to the
fuel dispersion caused by new
fuel pin disruption. This
material relocation behavior
can be seen from Fig. 7 (a).
The further accident
progression is unlikely to lead
into severe neutronic activity
due to the low reactivity
potential of the thorium fuel. In
the thorium case, the event
progression is rather mild in
comparison with the dedicated
core, although the core
disrupts gradually after the
coolant flow is lost.
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possible nuclear excursion
would then be determined by
the deteriorated safety
parameters.

The above result was also
compared with the case of no
gas blowdown even under the
pin failure condition. Figure 5
(b) and 6 (b) show that after
the initial pin failure at 17.5 s
the reactivity decreases due to
the dominant fuel dispersion of
disrupted pin fuel out of the
core region. Intermittent
coolant boiling is then initiated
near the mid-plane of the inner
core. However, there is only a
small extent of the voided
region in this case and no
essential contribution to the
reactivity change. After about
22 s the reactivity and power
decrease further due to new
pin failures, and fuel relocation
into the core periphery and
beyond.
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The present results show that
for the dedicated core
analyzed, coolant voiding due
to the gas blowdown or due to
coolant boiling could lead to
elimination of the subcriticality
and might trigger an energetic
accident evolution. The initial reactivity surge is mainly driven by the strongly positive
void worth of the dedicated core. In the analyzed cases, relocation of molten clad
and fuel comes later into play. The resulting power excursion in the dedicated core
is not hampered by a prompt negative reactivity feedback (Doppler), but will finally be
stopped by a core disassembly. In contrast, transients in the thorium core resulted in
rather mild sequences by overall good safety coefficients of the analyzed thorium
core, as one expected. The results for the thorium core are in accordance with ones
of analyses for the critical oxide cores of the CAPRA or EFR type [9,28].

Concluding remarks

The safety behavior of a typical ADS with dedicated fuel under accident transients
has been investigated mechanistically using the SIMMER-IN code. The transients
were also extensively compared with a core with the fertile fuel, represented by a
thorium core. Results show that in both cores, independently of the ratio (and sign)
subcriticality versus void reactivity potential, local pin disruption and fuel melting
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might occur. In the thorium core the direct consequences of the accident initiator
leading to the core disassembly are, however, mild. The dedicated cores with fertile-
free fuel possess large inherent recriticality potentials and very poor safety
coefficients such as a small Doppler feedback, small effective delayed neutron
fraction, and short prompt neutron lifetime. Under normal operational conditions,
these safety coefficients have a limited influence on the dynamics in a source driven
system. However, the present investigation demonstrates that core disruption,
involving coolant voiding, clad and fuel mobilization in a dedicated core, would lead
to a severe accident with power excursion. To assure a reasonable safety behavior
of dedicated cores, the effects of negative reactivity feedback have to be
strengthened and the kinetics parameters have to be improved. This could be done
by introducing fertile material into the core. Although the integration of fertile fuel
such as Th232 or U238 would change the strategy in transmutation, the present
results suggest that it is worthwhile to consider and investigate alternatives with
fertile fuel for the safety reason.
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